I. DIRECTORS CORRESPONDENCE
   PLANNING DEPARTMENT
   1. Annexation Map AN21006 – NW 56th Street and West ‘O’ Street

II. CONSTITUENT CORRESPONDENCE
   1. Budget – Deanna McClintick
   2. Mask – Taylor Wyatt
   3. City mandates – Bruce B. brubart@hotmail.com
   4. Mask Mandates – Jamie Neukirch
Annexation by Ordinance
NW 56th St & W O St
Effective: August 31, 2021
Dear City Council and Mayor,

I am most disappointed in the approved budget and feel Mr. Meginnis and Ms Raybould were listening to their constituents. Mr. Meginnis raised a great point about high property taxes for apartment complexes that just get passed on to the renters. Democrats love to spend other peoples money and make people dependent on government. Perhaps the budget needs to be rethought if you feel real needs are not being met. Is the 1/4th cent tax going to repair streets?

We do appreciate your service and know you have to make difficult choices.

Best regards,
Deanna McClintick
From:          Taylor Wyatt <taylor@highlinerealestategroup.com>
Sent:         Tuesday, August 24, 2021 4:38 PM
To:            Council Packet
Cc:            Health; Mayor
Subject:       Mask

All,

I am writing to express my extreme displeasure in the new mask mandate. 2 years old on up? Are you kidding? What about for those with antibodies or vaccination?

This is not following science. This is literally torture and abuse to kids. I hold a degree from the University of Nebraska-Lincoln in education and human sciences, making me an expert in the field of education and child development. I can tell you confidently that this will stunt development and put kids at a very real risk of mental issues.

My kids both (4 and 2 of age) had the virus and they passed it with flying colors. Their antibodies have proven to be better than a vaccine, why should they have to be forced to do this? This decision is totalitarianism as it has no scientific support.

I expect a response from all levels of this decision. It needs to be justified why a 4 and year old with antibodies needs to wear a mask when their risk is essentially non existent. Please support it with actually scientific data.

I look forward to hearing from you.

Taylor Wyatt
402-440-0224
SimpliCity-Realtor
“If life was perfect, it wouldn’t be” ~Yogi Berra

Sent from my iPhone

IMPORTANT NOTICE ABOUT WIRE FRAUD:
Never trust changes to wiring instructions sent via email. Never change wiring instructions based on an email. Cyber criminals are hacking email accounts and sending emails with fraudulent wiring instructions. These emails are convincing and sophisticated. Always independently confirm wiring instructions in person or via a telephone call to a trusted and verified phone number just before wiring the funds. Never wire money without double-checking that the wiring instructions are correct.
We need voter id just like we need id for almost everything else. If you support everything that dimented joe Biden says, this city and country is in big trouble. Socialism is bad, it turns into communism. The mask mandate should be dropped for people with vaccinations, backed by SCIENTIFIC FACTS from the CDC. According to the CDC facts People who have gotten vaccinated cannot get or transmit the virus including COVID variations. The mayor just wants to control her sheep with all her partison mandates and her city council puppets are going along it.
Post from rocker Ted Nugent. He has a point:

"Why do I have to stay home just because you are scared? How about you stay home... you stay in your house indefinitely, you wear a mask, you socially distance yourself from me, you avoid restaurants, you avoid baseball games, you stay off the roads, you avoid malls and beaches and parks...

"I’m done playing your dumb game... I’m no longer going to be a prisoner of your fear. I’m no longer staying in my house or catering to you because you are scared...

"YOUR fear is not an excuse to destroy America. YOUR fear is not my fear and your fear does not have the right to interfere with my life, my job, my income or my future as a free American citizen."
Hello,

I am a long term, born and raised, Lincoln resident. I have lived on the north east side of Lincoln all my life. My children are now attending school and being raised in this town. I thought the city of Lincoln would be a great place to raise my family however based on the last year and a half I’m beginning to think twice about living in Lincoln or the state of Nebraska. I used to be proud to live in Nebraska not anymore.

It is ridiculous that the city of Lincoln including councilmembers allow our mayor and health director to make mandates regarding someone’s health without the proper data publications from a medical professional. Many medical research papers indicate that wearing cloth masks are not effective and actually do more harm.

“Moisture retention, reuse of cloth masks and poor filtration may result in increased risk of infection. Further research is needed to inform the widespread use of cloth masks globally. However, as a precautionary measure, cloth masks should not be recommended for HCWs, particularly in high-risk situations, and guidelines need to be updated.”


I ask that my city Council that I voted into office stand up for what is right to our city of Lincoln and allow our citizens to make the decision that they feel is the best medical decision for themselves.

Again I ask of you to please stop our department of health Director and mayor to stop mandating masks to the public without providing all information and publications to the public. The governor has indicated that he opposes such mandates so why is this okay???

Wearing a mask should be at the option or direction of my doctor not a public political personnel.

Thank you for your time,
Jamie Neukirch

Sent from my iPhone